AGENDA
Ohio Mathematics Chairs/Leads Network Meeting
Friday, April 27, 2018
The Ohio State University
240 Cockins Hall, Building 063
1958 Neil Ave.
Columbus, OH 43210
10:00 a.m. to 2:15 p.m.

I. Welcome and Introductions (10:00-10:10) (Room 240)
   Luis Casian
   Chair & Professor of Mathematics, Ohio State University

II. Faculty Group Updates (10:10-11:00)
   - Co-Requisite Courses (10:10-10:20)
     Karl Hess
     Chair of Mathematics, Sinclair Community College
     Cosmin Roman
     Associate Professor of Mathematics, Ohio State University

   - Redesign of the Ohio Transfer Module Criteria (10:20-10:30)
     Ricardo Moena
     Assistant Department Head, Professor and Director of Entry-Level Mathematics, University of Cincinnati

   - Communication, Outreach, and Engagement (10:30-10:40)
     Chelle Younker
     Chair of Mathematics, Owens Community College
     Jim Fowler
     Assistant Professor & Executive Director STEAM Factory, Ohio State University

   - Data Collection, Analysis, and Sharing (10:40-10:50)
     John Holcomb
     Professor and Associate Dean of Curriculum and Facilities, Cleveland State University
     Donald White
     Chair & Professor of Mathematics, University of Toledo

   - Alignment between Secondary and Postsecondary Content and Instruction (10:50-11:00)
     Andrew Tonge
     Chair & Professor of Mathematics, Kent State University
III. **Strong Start to Finish (11:00-11:30)**

   **Brett Visger**  
   Associate Vice Chancellor, Institutional collaboration & Completion, Ohio Department of Higher Education

IV. **Lunch (11:30-12:15)**  
   *(Math Lounge, Room 724)*

   **All**

V. **Ohio Guaranteed Transfer Pathways Initiative (12:15-12:45)**  
   *(Return to Room 240)*

   **Candice Grant**  
   Director of the Ohio Guaranteed Transfer Pathways, Ohio Department of Higher Education

VI. **Open Discussion (12:45-2:00)**

   - Finalizing Consensus on Learning Outcomes for Calculus I & II and Resequencing of Calculus (12:45-1:30)
     
     **Ricardo Moena**  
     Assistant Professor of Mathematics, Columbus State Community College

     **Lee Wayand**  
     Assistant Professor of Mathematics, Columbus State Community College

   - Open Source Text Books for Mathematics (1:30-2:00)
     
     **Nela Lakos**  
     Assistant Professor, Academic Program Specialist Associated Faculty, Ohio State University

     **James Talamo**  
     Mathematics Lecturer, Ohio State University

VII. **For the Good of the Order (2:00-2:15)**

   **All**

---

**Safe Travels Home!**